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LEATHER FINISHING

Automotive: a solution from FENICE for

smooth firm and compact splits
The most effective system for the production of smooth, extremely firm and compact splits, intended
for the realization of car steering wheels, involves the preparation of the leather with the double grout
system that we have called SPLIT LOCK, and a new finishing recipe with the aim to also guarantee
resistance to the oleic acid test.
CAR MAKE-UP® 11 and CAR MAKE-UP® 22 are still the best choice for the preparation of the leather: a
deep action, which greatly reduces the “orange peel” effect on elongation is combined with a strong
surface sealing action, important aspects for unprinted leathers.
The recipe for the basecoat is renewed with the use of RESISTO® 500, which brings the finish
resistance to the aggressive action of oleic acid. In fact the RESISTO® 500 dry film is completely
insensitive to acid.
The market requires different types of tests, generally combining a phase of leather aging in contact
with oleic acid, to a subsequent abrasion test of the surface, to verify its weakening and degeneration.
One of these methods provides, for example, an initial aging of 3 hours in an oven at 80°C using a
sample of leather on which 3.5g of oleic acid are spread. Subsequently, the specimen will undergo 1000
dry rubbing cycles at Fek-Veslic, and must have extremely limited damage.

credits: pixabay
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LEATHER FINISHING

The attached recipe illustrates in detail the finishing process that we
suggest without the traditional colour coat, but fixed directly after
the intermediate pressing.
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Leather finishing
revolution
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LEATHER FINISHING

With the right specialties and...

Technological innovation
For some years now, we can notice the entry into the market of many types of articles derived from
leather finishing obtained through RELEASE technology.
FENICE stands as a “leading actor” in developing products focused on the optimal use of this technology
by offering technical support able to guide the customer up to the best result.

What’s it about? Let’s see in summary what it is ...

We apply GROUND 23 on a leather using a spray machine or a roller coater machine. This is a basecoat
compound with adequate chemical and physical characteristics which, although applied in a very low
quantity, guarantees an excellent degree of coverage while maintaining the appearance of the leather
quite soft and natural. After that, the leather will be laminated to the paper by ironing at a temperature
of about 60°C. In this phase GROUND 23 will show excellent print retention in order to obtain an
optimum result.
An important thing to know is that the paper, before being coupled with the leather, requires a sort of
“preparation” which takes place using a product specially created by FENICE for the finishing with this
type of machinery: ROD G2.
It is a so-called “release agent” which, once transferred to the leather, after ironing, will act as an
insulating protection of the basecoat applied on the crust, material from which the process begins.
ROD G2 allows a strong overspray adhesion and its low dry residue maintains a natural and transparent
unloaded appearance, when the leather leaves the machine.
A finish that amazes...
Many of the companies that have considered the purchase, installation and use of this type of machinery,
have quickly realized that in many processes it’s possible to transform leather from third or fourth choice
into first choice, without using heavy covering or complicated finishes. Thanks to this technological
process, this improvement today, is no longer just a dream.

Finally, thanks to the synergy between technology and products tailored by
FENICE in this field, it will be possible to achieve results in the finishing with
technical and aesthetic characteristics that we can admire in many items made
inside the world’s top brand displays, both in the world of footwear and leather
goods.
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Oily and waxy hand
for your upholstery
leathers?
In the leather furniture sector, we can notice a growing demand from the market for a greasy-waxy
hand with a natural look. FAST 88 is the answer to this request. Its use, together with
AQUAGRADE® series in fact, aims to meet the current needs in the sector.

FAST 88 topcoat is the answer
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The benefits of using FAST 88...
1

The hand: opaque in appearance as required by the market; it’s warm,
waxy and oily.

2

High performance of resistance to dry/wet rubbing

3

Can be applied with “direct” finishing system and milling in the final part
without repolishing.

4

Excellent ratio value for money thanks to its formulation based on our
polyurethanes and to the high concentration that allows it to be diluted
before application.

credits: freepik - it.freepik.com
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Finishing of leather
for clothing
Just as the seasons alternate, the search for
new trends follow one another accordingly.
Obviously this topic concerns the hides for footwear
and leather goods but not only these. In fact also
new research regarding leathers for clothing stand
out and, generally, for all the materials with certain
characteristics in terms of tightness, lightness and
softness.

The next step is the covering. The suggested
products are DC 111 to give an elegant hand
improving its break, DC 191 which improves the
loosening, reducing the formation of foam and
scratches, it acts as a polisher giving a silky touch.
Finally DC 228: a protein binder with good sealing
and filling power, non-thermoplastic, elastic with
good polishing properties and very pleasant touch.

The better type of leathers for this kind of article are
sheepskin or lambskin, both for their characteristics
that make them very performing and for the
thickness we must reach once the article is finished.

In the final step, fix with AQUAGRADE® GL 6 a
ready-to-use polyurethane topcoat to give a good
degree of gloss with a soft hand and AQUAGRADE®
61, a matt water dispersion, not re-polishable that
gives a delicate waxy hand.

FENICE technicians have developed a family of
interesting products. Our knowledge in association
with the precious help of technical staff working
with our agents in the world, have contributed to
the creation of many solutions in leather finishing
for garments.
Natural looking leather with high resistances?
First of all we suggest to create a pre-bottom using
CATIONIC® GROUND, a cationic wax that reduces
and regulates the absorption of the leather surface
while maintaining a gentle and soft break with a
soft and waxy hand.
To complete pre-bottoming, we have to add
PLUSMORE 40: a cationic protein binder that
contributes to obtain a base coat perfectly sealed
and easily polishable, UW 10: a soft polyurethane,
with extraordinary adhesion, high elasticity and
low stickiness and BINDER PLUS 201: a polymeric
binder that increases sealing keeping the leather
extremely soft, without loading the grain.

If our aim is to obtain a medium-gloss article with
a very pleasant “peach-like” touch, we recommend
the use of DC 111 and UW 10 with the addition of
AR 624, an acrylic resin in water emulsion that allows
to achieve a high general fastness. It penetrates
and keeps the grain soft and furthermore reduces
the grain looseness.
In the fixing phase of the finishing, in order to obtain
a medium-glossy article, with a pleasant touch, we
suggest the use of AQUAGRADE® SUPERMATT,
a polymeric auxiliary that allows to obtain an
intense degree of opaque, not re-polishable and
a particularly pleasant “velvet” touch. Other
products to be mentioned are AQUAGRADE® 61,
UW 104, MT 62 and MT 700. MT 62 is a touch
modifier that gives a silky, slightly slippery hand,
MT 700 is a specialty to be used as a final touch.
At the end, a final milling will make the leather very
natural with a warm touch.
Obviously, similar processes and related products
for them can also be applied on calfskin, if suitably
tanned and thickened also for sports use.
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Tightness,
lightness and
softness
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KEBINDER® PLT and AQUALUX

Leather finishing
that wins you over:
aesthetics and touch.
Imagine that you need to finish a haircell embossed nappa suitable for leathergoods. You want
to obtain a final result where high technical properties are clear and combined with indisputable
aesthetic qualities. In this piece we would like to show you a persuasive solution that will help you.
FENICE specialties that we introduce for this process are two, used for the finishing of valuable articles
for leathergoods and for footwear as well. This couple of products will be KEBINDER® PLT and
AQUALUX.
We highlighted KEBINDER® PLT in the previous issue of FENICE News. It’s a specific compound for the
production of leathergoods, a product that gives leather a uniform appearance while maintaining its
naturalness.
AQUALUX 100 (glossy) and AQUALUX 150 (matt) are fixatives that can guarantee resistance to
hydrolysis and remarkable chemical/physical solidity thanks to their composition.

How to proceed?

1

The spray application of KEBINDER PLT is the first step. If the material you are starting
from is a buffed bovine hide, an intermediate printing operation is recommended.

2

Subsequently, depending on the roundness or firmness you want to reach, there will be a
milling or stacking operation.

3

The finishing continues with the colorcoat phase. In this step is necessary an integration
of polyurea and possibly the addition of a self-crosslinking resin in order to achieve
particular and specific technical characteristics.

4

The last phase of the process is the fixing. Using the AQUALUX series fixatives, you will
get a dry hand with a truly natural and uniform appearance. In this last step, if a warm
and waxy touch is required, we recommend the use of MT 24, a water-based semi-gloss
touch modifier indicated also for leather for furniture.
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credits: pixabay

SUPERWAX
colouring leather
and footwear
naturally
SUPERWAX is a series of fluid cream dyes, presented in a water-based setting for the dyeing and
finishing of crust leathers for footwear, as well as footwear in crust.
Here are some of the most immediately appreciated characteristics: dyeing power, softness and
naturalness, good general fastnesses and easy application.
SUPERWAX, in dyeing crust leather can easily be applied by sponge or pad to obtain uniform or
slightly cloudy effects. For a uniform application, use by spray or rollercoater diluted with 30%
of HP THINNER and filter the mixture before use.
The waxy and colour components within this speciality allow for a deep and intense dyeing power, with
a desirable reactivity when brushing. The aniline effect thus obtained is natural, attractive, bright and
typical of the best veg-tanned traditional Tuscany leathers that are appreciated worldwide.
SUPERWAX are available in the colour chart and in a numerous range of colours.
The attractive final look of footwear finished with SUPERWAX dyeing creams can be further enhanced
with the prestigious Fenice VICTORIA CREME® series.
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The maximum brightness with

the excelling transparent
cream: DC 4000/WT
Glossy, brushable creams that have extremely high brightness, excellent sealing power and natural
transparency.
They are applied by sponge on any type of full grain or corrected grain with good absorption. They
have excellent flow-out properties.
A light brushing with soft cotton cloth grants high brightness, natural transparency giving leathers a
silky feel.
To increase the final brightness of the leather, polish with a woollen brush with carnauba wax of the
DC 3700 Series.
We suggest to use it as a second coat after application of the soft creams of the VAL Series.
The DC 4000/WT Series is available in numerous colours.
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